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At a Glance

- You like intellectual discussions and like to explore ideas
- You are orderly, methodical and systematic and take care to plan in detail
- You need clear and thorough instructions and hesitate to act when you are unsure
- You are punctual, completes work on time
- You are objective and do not like emotions to get in the way of decision-making
- You are focused on your own matters and do not get involved in the personal problems of others
- You are reserved, prefer solitude/ to be by yourself in the company of strangers
- You exercise authority and take ownership of responsibilities
- You see people nice and friendly and like to be clear and transparent
- You want to be a good supporter of other people and prefer to take charge only when you have to

Your likely behavior

Intellectually inquisitive and extremely interested in knowledge acquisition, you enjoy discussing hypothetical or theoretical
issues. You are a conceptual and creative thinker and like to explore abstract ideas. You are the happiest when you are
sourcing for new ideas and information.

Being orderly, methodical and systematic, you spend considerable time planning ahead and organizing activities. You will
prefer tasks and activities to fall within your plan in order for you to feel comfortable.

You are generally able to express yourself although not to a high degree of eloquence.

Clear and thorough instructions are necessary before you can proceed onto the action. If conditions are unclear or
uncertain, you may resist going along with the plan. You are likely to want to find out more and will probe to get the
information you need.

Putting in long hours to meet the demands at work is not your preference. You are prepared to put in extra effort if it is on
a short term basis. However, if work is constantly encroaching on your personal life, you may not like it.

Punctuality means a lot to you and you often try to be early for appointments. When time is critical, you move quickly and
act promptly, pushing to get things done on time. Having a sense of urgency also means that you allocate time carefully
and can be depended upon to get work done on schedule.

Generally, you will persist with work until it is completed but may at times lose interest and focus when things get
challenging.

You are able to produce work that is moderately high in quality but may at times overlook the details.

You are an objective person who is impartial and rational. You have a lower emotional needs and may not need people
around you all the time. You speak factually and often do not involve your personal feelings and emotions. You may
sometimes be perceived as distant or detached.

You are focused on your goals and usually, work towards getting it. You are able to isolate the concerns of others. You are
selective on whom you choose to help.

Being a shy, quiet and reserved person, you do not desire to be with unfamiliar people most of the time. You prefer the
company of a few close friends. In social groups, you prefer to stay in the background and may be uncomfortable being
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the center of attention.

You are selective with whom you form strong bonds with.

Taking ownership of responsibilities and being accountable to higher authority are your strong traits. Being responsible,
courageous, commanding and forceful, you will probably feel demotivated when not given enough responsibilities.

You are moderately concerned with how others perceive you.

You see people as friendly, reliable and honest. You are trusting and may take what people say literally. You prefer to be
direct and straightforward in your dealings and do not like to play mind games. You are uncomfortable having to wheel and
deal or manage complex relationships. As you often speak your mind, you may be seen as blunt.

You do not have any desire to lead or be accountable to the people around you. Instead, you strive to be a good supporter
to them. You take charge only when you have to and feel uncomfortable doing so for long periods of time. You look to
others to provide direction.

Further Analysis

Further Analysis can be derived by generating a more detailed report.

Recommendations

You may have received this report through your HR Manager or a IDENTI3 Trainer. You may or may not understand the
information fully. However do take a moment to reflect bearing in mind that your decisions are based on a single
dimension. This report can help you understand yourself better once you start making use of the information. You may
want to contact your HR Manager or a IDENTI3 Trainer for further assistance.

Moderately Inconsistent Inconsistent Most Inconsistent
Determination
Attachment
Dominance
Tactfulness

Affection
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Your IDENTI3 TYPE

Identi3 Career Types are designed from research and empirical studies over 33 years. The findings show that broadly
speaking, individuals have strengths in certain areas. Using the statistical method of cluster analysis, eight key types,
based on their strengths, have emerged.

The following are the results of your answers from your questionnaire, arranged in your MOST LIKELY to LEAST LIKELY
IDENTI3 TYPES.
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Part II - Frequently Asked Questions

Qn: What are traits and can traits change?

Traits are defined as the different elements that make up the human character/ personality. All of us have different combinations of traits
that make us unique and gives us our personality.

Traits are the core elements which are stable and consistent over time.

Traits can change when a person's beliefs or values are shaped. This can happen drastically (i.e. by suffering a shock) or over a period
of time. In other words, you don't 'change' overnight.

What about our behaviours when we respond differently to the same situation, for example, responding to a birthday party from a friend.
On the following year, we may reject and do not wish to attend. We have our 'reasons'.

We do not realize that we have 16 traits and have ultilised an alternative trait to make a decision/ judgment. For example, in the first
year, we may be neededin Affection and the invite was timely to satisfy our need to be with others. However, the following year, we may
be feeling low in Sociability and hence prefer to hole up at home.

This behavior is called 'alternating traits'. In reality, we have not changed and we are the same person.

People who constantly mask or modifying themselves continue to confuse themselves and others with their behaviors.

When you become aware of your 16 traits, you become mindful of your behaviors.

Qn: I don't think this report is accurate, my friends see me differently from this report.

People may remember you based on the impression you have created. But that may not be the real you. In some cases, your
stereotype make create a different impression of who you really are.

Take time to reflect on each trait and ask which traits are you can relate to and which ones are you confused about?

Qn: How can such a short questionnaire determine who I am?

Identi3 follows a unique methodology that provide insights into a person's traits with a short set of questions. It is well researched and
documented. You may want to refer to our technical report found on our website.

Qn: What is psychometrics and how should I use them?

Psychometrics is a form of measurement that stems out from the school of Psychology. Psychometrics gives its users an indication of
what their personalities are. Psychometrics like IDENTI3, are generated based on your inputs. The content is not without basis. In other
word, you produce the answers in your reports.

When you use such instruments, you need to give yourself some time to digest the answers and to reflect on them. Use psychometric
results to know yourself better. Work on your weakness and put yourself in situations where you can utilize your strengths.

Qn: Are there any other reports or products apart from this one?

There are more than 10 specialized reports when you complete your IDENTI3 questions. You may use other reports to help you
understand your behaviors in other areas and improve yourself.

You may want to look at www.Identi5systems.com to assess your view of your work environment.

Qn: What should I do next?

You may want to seek more information from your Trainer or Coach who has helped to implement this questionnaire. Ask about other
learning programs or reports that can help you succeed.
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Validity of IDENTI3 Questionnaires

The Validity Report can be found on www.Identi3Profiling.com 

What's next?

(i) Unlock other reports

Further analysis can be derived by
generating other reports.

   
(ii) Assess your environment

More often, it is our environment that
affects us. Go beyond profiling by
understanding your environment. Visit:
www.identi5systems.com

   
(iii) Get started with self-help

Improve yourself at your own pace and
time.

 

 Release Your Handbrake - "Discovering yourself
through IDENTI3 Profiling"
Discover secrets in your personality that prevents you from
being successful and achieve the break through

   
 The Closer We Get, The Uglier It Gets

How to improve your relationship when you and your
partner both have your IDENTI3 results
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(iv) Go social with us

Find out more about how to read human
behaviors from our social media channels

 

     
 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/identi3-profiling/

     
 

https://www.facebook.com/Identi3asia

     
 

Search for "identi3 profiling"
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